Organization and dynamics of NBD-labeled lipids in membranes analyzed by fluorescence recovery after photobleaching.
Lateral diffusion of membrane constituents plays an important role in membrane organization and represents a central theme in current models describing the structure and function of biological membranes. Fluorescence recovery after photobleaching (FRAP) is a widely used approach that provides information regarding dynamic properties and spatial distribution of membrane constituents. On the basis of the unique concentration-dependent fluorescence emission properties of a fluorescently labeled cholesterol analogue modified at the tail region, 25-[N-[(7-nitrobenz-2-oxa-1,3-diazol-4-yl)-methyl]amino]-27-norcholesterol (25-NBD-cholesterol), we have previously shown that it exhibits local organization even at very low concentrations in membranes. In this paper, we address aspects regarding the molecular size and dynamics of such an organized assembly of 25-NBD-cholesterol by monitoring its lateral diffusion characteristics using FRAP. To obtain a comprehensive understanding of the organization and dynamics of 25-NBD-cholesterol in the membrane, we compare its diffusion properties to that of a fluorescent phospholipid analogue 1,2-dipalmitoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine-N-(7-nitro-2-(1,3-benzoxadiazol-4-yl)) (NBD-PE). Our results indicate significant differences in the membrane dynamics of these NBD-labeled lipids. Importantly, on the basis of a novel wavelength-selective FRAP approach, our results show that the organization of 25-NBD-cholesterol is heterogeneous, with the presence of fast- and slow-diffusing species which could correspond to predominant populations of monomers and dimers of 25-NBD-cholesterol. The potential application of the wavelength-selective FRAP approach to monitor the organization and dynamics of molecules in membranes therefore represents an exciting possibility.